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Master Specialization Program—General Audit Q&A  
 

Q. How does a partner initiate the Master Specialization audit? 
A. Partners must complete certain program requirements prior to scheduling the audit for the program, refer to 
the Pre-Audit Validation section in the Masters Security Specialization program requirements for more 
information. Once a partner has completed these instructions, they can upload supporting documents and submit 
for an audit via the Program and Management Application (PMA).  
 
Q. Once pre-requisites are met and the application is submitted, how soon does the audit take place? 
A. Upon successful pre-audit submission, the partner and Partner Account Manager (PAM) will receive an e-
mail from the auditing firm with an audit date within 60 days. 
 
Q. How are schedules managed for the Master Specialization audit? 
A. The Master Specialization audit is performed by a 3rd party auditor, therefore scheduling the audit date and 
times requires communication and coordination between the Partner, Cisco, and Auditors. Effort should be made 
by all participants to accommodate schedules and offer flexibility when possible. 
 
Q. Who selects the Cisco Subject Matter Expert (SME) for the solution demonstration portion of the audit? 
A. The Cisco specialization team requests support of a Cisco Subject Matter Expert (SME) who will evaluate the 
technical aspects of the Partner’s customer scenario and solution demonstration. For additional support please 
contact master-security@external.cisco.com.   
 
Q. Who is present for the solution demonstration portion of the audit? 
A. Cisco recommends limiting the number of presenters to ensure the demonstration is completed in the allotted 
time. The partner typically has 3-5 individuals in the room fulfilling both sales/business and technical/engineering 
roles. Partners are encouraged to treat this like a real customer engagement and have resources available for 
troubleshooting and Q&A during the demonstration. Other attendees for the demonstration will include the PAM, 
SE, SME, and the 3rd party auditor.  
 
Q. How should a partner prepare for the Master Specialization audit? 
A. Partners should work closely with the Cisco Partner Account Team and extended Security Channel team to 
prepare for the audit. The Cisco audit and policies documentation outlines all audit requirements in detail to 
ensure partners can properly prepare for the on-site audit  
 
Q. There are overlapping requirements that exist for both Gold and Masters audits. Does being Gold certified 
satisfy those overlapping Master requirements or does a partner still need to cover these requirements during 
their Masters audit? 
A. It depends on the timing of the Master audit from the Gold audit. Cisco will always try to align the audit dates 
to audit at the highest level of requirements, across programs. If the Masters audit is within three months of the 
Gold audit, Cisco will conduct a gap audit and the agenda will clearly specify what will be evaluated. If the 
Masters audit is more than three months after the Gold Audit, a partner may be responsible for satisfying all 
requirements during the audit. 
 
Q. Should partners follow the checklist order during the demonstration? 
A. Partners are encouraged to follow the checklist order during the demonstration to facilitate grading by the 
auditor and SME. If a partner does not follow the audit checklist sequence, they should identify what section 
they are working on to receive proper credit for their effort. Cisco developed the customer scenario to follow a 
logical sequence, but the Partner is permitted to modify this order to support presentation flow.  
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Q. Does a partner need all of the hardware and software for the demonstration or can they leverage available 
Cisco cloud-based demonstrations? 
A. The hardware and software requirements are flexible. Partners can utilize their own hardware and software 
or the dCloud demonstration systems. Cisco dCloud has been approved as a platform to use for the Masters 
Security Specialization only (www.dcloud.cisco.com). dCloud security demos are available for every demo. 
Partners are encouraged to demonstration system they typically leverage for customer engagements. The cloud 
demonstrations systems are only approved for the Master Security Specialization at this time. 
 
Q. Does a partner need to supply sales order and serial numbers for Cisco hardware used by the partner during 
the demonstration portion of the on-site audit? 
A. Upon request, the partner may be required to provide serial number(s) and relevant procurement information 
to the auditor or SME.  
 
Q. What are the customer reference account guidelines for deployment timeframes? 
A. Partners can submit reference accounts for deployments started or completed up to 18 months prior to the 
pre-audit submission.  
 
Q. Can a partner submit a customer as a reference account if they did not source the original hardware and 
software? 
A. The partner does not need to source the hardware when contract vehicles or customer requirements prevent 
it. The partner applying for Master Specialization must be the primary provider of design and implementation for 
the customer. The Cisco account team and channel SE will validate all references prior to submission. 
 
Q. Can a customer be re-used as a reference for multiple requirements? 
A. Each customer may be used for only one reference account. The same customer can be used for a customer 
reference and partner executed POV reference account. The same customer may be re-used from a previous 
audit, but all requirements and implementation services must be new. 
 
Q. Can a partner use a customer reference that is similar to, but does not exactly meet the requirements outlined 
in the customer reference checklist?  
A. If a partner feels they have references that are similar to the current customer reference checklist in terms of 
technical skill needed to design and implement, they can review these with their Cisco SE. The Cisco SE is 
responsible to sign-off on all references and can submit requests for exceptions to the Master Specialization 
program team at master-security@external.cisco.com. When submitting a substitution, the partner should 
document what was deployed and how it requires similar technical skill to implement as the current reference 
requirements. Partners are encouraged to fully document justification for all substitutions in the customer 
reference cover sheet. 
 
Q. Can a partner outsource any of the requirements/business practices which they have to demonstrate as part 
of the Audit? 
A. Partners can outsource some of the operate phase requirements. During the audit, partners will be required 
to show evidence that the combined partner and outsource partner offerings meet all program requirements. 
Partners may be required to show evidence of and details from the outsourcing agreement. Partners cannot 
outsource customer references, partner executed POVs, practice areas or demonstrations.  
 
Q. Does the partner require a NOC to be considered for the Masters Security Program? 
A. No, there is no requirement for a partner to operate a NOC to successfully complete the audit. Additionally, 
the requirements related to NOC services were removed from the current Masters Security Program. 
 
Q. What are evidence requirements for the Masters Security on-site audit? 
A. When providing evidence during the on-site audit, the partner may provide sanitized customer evidence or 
use lab evidence to satisfy requirements. 
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Q. What is the time limit for the on-site demonstration? 
A. The overall demonstration during the on-site audit should take no longer than three hours and thirty minutes.  
 
Q. Evidence of one Fire Jumper is required as part of the pre-audit submission. Where is Fire Jumper program 
information available? 
A. Visit the partner community post to review Fire Jumper program information and detailed requirements per 
competency area: https://communities.cisco.com/docs/DOC-55046. To confirm the status of your Fire Jumper, 
send an email to the appropriate theater support distribution list: stage1234-amer@cisco.com, stage1234-
apjc@cisco.com, or stage1234-emear@cisco.com. 
 
Q. Security Proof-of-Values (POVs) replaced the vulnerability assessment pre-audit requirement. Where is more 
information available on POVs? 
A. Visit the partner community post to learn more about security POVs and review sample POV best practice 
guides: https://communities.cisco.com/docs/DOC-65405. 
 
Q. What are the best practices for partner and Cisco team preparation? 
A. Cisco Partner Account team should seek executive sponsorship from the Partner to ensure adequate time, 
resources, and personnel are dedicated to the audit. Partner management must recognize and respect time out 
of the field for sales, pre-sales, and engineering resources as part of the audit preparation. The Partner may 
want to schedule regular planning meetings leading up to the audit date, including weekly meetings starting 
about a month prior to the audit. This time allows for the creation, validation, and walkthrough of Master 
Specialization evidence and demonstrations. At least two weeks prior to the on-site audit, the Partner should 
solicit feedback on their collateral and presentations by coordinating dry-run demonstrations with both Partner 
and Cisco personnel. If utilizing Cisco’s dCloud demonstration system for the customer demonstration portion 
of the audit, partners should reserve all demos four weeks prior to audit date. Reservations should be made on 
at least two different Cisco dCloud data centers in case of any outages on the day of the audit.  The Cisco 
dCloud demo system has data centers located in Americas, APJ, EMEAR, and GC. 
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